Abstract-Microwave imaging (MI) is one of the most promising and attractive new techniques for earlier breast-cancer detection. The microwave tomography (MT) realizes configuration of multistatic multiilumination system and reconstructs dielectric properties of the breast by solving a nonlinear inversion scattering problem. We describe below ETRI 3D MT system and 3D MI reconstruction program. Here we demonstrate also examples of image reconstruction using our MT system.
INTRODUCTION
During last decades, the number of breast cancer patients have being continuously increased, especially in North America and some westernized countries [1] . Despite X-ray mammography is the standard method for breast cancer detection, it uses harmful radiation, demonstrates a relatively high false negative rate and is uncomfortable for patients, due to breast compression. There are many other methods for the detection of breast cancer that have improved quality of small tumors diagnostic, such as CT, MRI, and PET, but they are more expensive.
Microwave imaging (MI) is a challenging alternative method for cancer diagnostics. The main promising advantage of it is higher sensitivity of MI in breast-cancer detection, which is based on the fact that breast tumors have considerably higher contrast at the microwave frequencies than during X-ray examinations [2] - [9] . It is safe, noninvasive, sensitive, and potentially inexpensive method [2] - [9] . Although MI exhibits limited spatial resolution, the modern ultra wideband (UWB) approaches permit to increase it [9] .
There are two different active MI methods for breast cancer detection: microwave tomography (MT) [2] - [6] and UWB radar techniques [7] - [9] . The goal of the UWB MI radar system is building the image of scatterers distribution only. Usually such systems use confocal microwave imaging (CMI) algorithms that provide synthetic focusing of scattered signals and are relatively simple. Depending on how data is acquired, there are monostatic, bistatic and multistatic CMI approaches. The multistatic approach can give higher resolution and better SNR than others two ones.
In contradict to UWB MI radars, the microwave tomography systems reconstruct an actual profile of dielectric properties inside the breast. It means that MT provides more informative images than UWB MI radars. This fact shows advantage of MT for cancer diagnostics because the dielectric property of a breast granularity can better identify cancer than the image of scatterers. It is clear that MT systems necessary to extract maximum information about inner dielectric structure of the breast; therefore, MT systems exploit multistatic multiilumination configurations principally.
The paper introduces ETRI preclinical prototype of microwave tomography system for early-stage breast cancer detection. The system provides microwave imaging of breast basing on measurements of scattered waves from breast and tumor in 500 -3000 MHz frequency band.
II. DESCRIPTION AND SPECIFICATION OF ETRI 3D MICROWAVE TOMOGRAPHY BREAST IMAGING SYSTEM

A. ETRI 3D MT System components
Key components of the system are antennas and signal processing parts that compose the 3D MT system. This system includes patients interface hardware, software like 3D image reconstruction program, and the last is image interpretation. ETRI 3D MT system operates at UHF frequency band: from 500 MHz to 3 GHz. Figure 1 shows this system and its components. It includes the circular antenna array arranged inside the bath, which is filled with coupling liquid. The testing breast is introduced in the middle part of the array -the imaging zone ( Figure 2) .
B. Application of multistatic radar concept for microwave imaging
As we mentioned in the Introduction, MT system exploits multistatic multiilumination radar concept for measuring data acquisition. However, in contradiction to "classical" radars, the testing breast is situated in the near-field zone of the antenna array of MT system.
ETRI MT system has a circular array with 16 monopole antennas ( Figure 2 ) that are arranged inside the bath filled Figure 1 . Fabricated ETRI microwave 3D imaging system and components with coupling liquid. In accordance with multistatic multiilumination concept, each of the 16 antennas can transmit signals by turns, and then other 15 of them receive the signal. Therefore, the total amount of transmit-receive data is 240 coherent measurements at each frequency for each imaging plane [10] . The last version of ETRI MT system using 3D reconstruction algorithm has ability of independent moving of all antennas in vertical direction also. Such displacement of the antennas (with maximal distance 150 mm and step 10 mm) can provide in-plane data acquisition and cross-plane data acquisition in additional. Then the total number of measured scattered signals can be 160x160 at each of 13 frequencies in 500 -3000 MHz frequency band. 
C. Electronic part
The electronic part of the MT system consists of transmitter-receiver device (TRx) and switch (SW) matrix. The SW matrix realizes sequence connections of antennas to transmitting (Tx) or receiving (Rx) channels of TRx to provide multistatic data acquisition. The control of TRx device and microwave switch matrix is shown in Figure 3 . The electronic part has the following technical parameters: input noise level -115 dBm, SW matrix isolation -110 dB, one layer data acquisition at all frequencies -3.9 sec, transmitting power 10 dBm.
III. RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM
A. Method of reconstruction
The reconstruction algorithm of ETRI MT system provides solving the nonlinear three-dimensional inverse scattering problem to reconstruct the distribution of dielectric parameters inside the breast. This software includes a 3D finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) forward solver and modified conventional optimization in inverse solver. The 3D FDTD algorithm is accelerated with help of two GPU processors and applies commercial library. Figure 4 shows GUI of the ETRI 3D MI reconstruction program. In additional, the reconstruction algorithm exploits original method of breast parameters mapping also, which provides smooth imaging without additional regularization and space filtering. It should be noted that the last two techniques are mandatory attributes of most reconstruction algorithms [2, 3] . Figure 5 demonstrates flow chart of iterative reconstruction algorithm. After starting, the program sets initial dielectric parameters (permittivity and conductivity) inside the imaging zone equal to that of bath material. After that, the program calculates the mesh for forward solver and reconstruction solver. The base of our imaging method is an application of set of basis functions with smooth profile that are calculated at the next step. After that, the algorithm produces the forward solution using FDTD method with two GPU accelerators. At the next steps, the program updates the reconstructing parameters and launches next iteration, if it is necessary. The iteration process can be stopped if misfit error between measured and calculated signals becomes less than established minimum value or stopping criterion (established maximal iteration number) is satisfied. 
B. Flow chart of MI
C. Some results of images reconstruction
In this section, we demonstrate result of reconstruction images of simple numerical phantoms. Figure 8 demonstrates reconstructed images for two thin cylindrical phantoms -with 2 and 5 mm in diameter, which play role as tumour phantoms. The breast phantom 100 mm in diameter is a hollow cylinder with bottom and very thin walls. For the case of (a) and (c), the breast phantom contains a material the same as bath material, but for the case of (b) and (d) it is different from the bath one. More specifically, at frequency 2900 MHz, the bath material has permittivity 9.8 and conductivity 1.6 S/m; the breast material has permittivity 6.5 and conductivity 0.8 S/m; tumor material has permittivity 11.3 and conductivity 1.8 S/m. It was applied 20 iterations during reconstruction for each case. Figure 8 demonstrates that in case of (a) and (c), when there is a perfect matching between breast and bath material, the reconstructed images of tumor look clearer. However, in the case of (b) and (d), when the breast and bath material does not matching well, the reconstructed images in Figure 8 look less clear.
a) Spherical phantom inside bath liquid
c) Two thin cylindrical phantoms inside bath liquid
